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We study whether the relations between the Weyl anomaly, entanglement entropy (EE), and
thermal entropy of a two-dimensional (2D) conformal field theory (CFT) extend to 2D boundaries
of 3D CFTs, or 2D defects of D ≥ 3 CFTs. The Weyl anomaly of a 2D boundary or defect defines
two or three central charges, respectively. One of these, b, obeys a c-theorem, as in 2D CFT. For
a 2D defect, we show that another, d2, interpreted as the defect’s “conformal dimension,” must be
non-negative if the Averaged Null Energy Condition (ANEC) holds in the presence of the defect.
We show that the EE of a sphere centered on a planar defect has a logarithmic contribution from
the defect fixed by b and d2. Using this and known holographic results, we compute b and d2 for
1/2-BPS surface operators in the maximally supersymmetric (SUSY) 4D and 6D CFTs. The results
are consistent with b’s c-theorem. Via free field and holographic examples we show that no universal
“Cardy formula” relates the central charges to thermal entropy.
Introduction. CFTs play a central role in many
branches of physics. In condensed matter physics they
describe critical points. In string theory the worldsheet
theory is a CFT. In quantum field theory (QFT) CFTs
are fixed points of renormalization group (RG) flows.
CFTs in two-dimensional Minkowski space, i.e. 2D
CFTs, enjoy Virasoro symmetry with central charge c.
Unitarity plus ground state normalizability imply c ≥ 0.
For an RG flow from ultra-violet (UV) to infra-red (IR)
CFTs with central charges cUV and cIR, respectively,
unitarity, locality, and Poincare´ symmetry imply the c-
theorem: cUV ≥ cIR [1]. These properties suggest c mea-
sures the effective number of massless degrees of freedom
(DOF), which we indeed expect to be non-negative and
to decrease along RG flows, as massive modes decouple.
Virasoro symmetry also implies that c determines at
least four other quantities that can count DOF in other
ways. First, c fixes the normalization of the 2-point func-
tion of the stress-energy tensor, Tµν . Second, conformal
symmetry requires Tµµ = 0, but with a non-trivial space-
time metric gµν with Ricci scalar R, quantum effects can
produce the Weyl anomaly, Tµµ = − c24piR [2–5]. Third,
in a CFT’s vacuum the EE of a spatial interval of length
`, which measures the strength of vacuum correlations, is
SEE =
c
3 ln(`/ε)+O(ε0) [6, 7], with UV cutoff 0 < ε 1.
Fourth, at non-zero temperature T , Cardy showed that
the CFT’s entropy density, s, which measures the number
of thermodynamic microstates, is s = pi6 c T [8, 9].
CFTs have an infinite correlation length. However, no
real system is infinite: boundary conditions (BCs) will al-
ways be important. Moreover, no real system is perfect:
defects such as impurities, domain walls between differ-
ently ordered phases, and so on will always be important.
Constructing and classifying CFTs with conformally-
invariant boundaries (BCFTs) or defects (DCFTs) is thus
crucial for describing an enormous number of systems, in-
cluding impurities in metals, graphene, Yang-Mills (YM)
Wilson and ’t Hooft lines, D-branes, and more.
In this Letter we study a 2D boundary of a 3D CFT
or 2D conformal defect in a D ≥ 3 CFT. We assume the
boundary or defect is flat, i.e. a static straight line. At
least two arguments show that such a system does not
have Virasoro symmetry in general. First, the 2D contri-
bution to Tµν is not conserved because energy and mo-
mentum can flow between the boundary or defect and the
CFT. Second, the Virasoro algebra has an infinite num-
ber of generators, but these systems have a finite num-
ber: the CFT’s SO(D, 2) conformal symmetry is broken
to the subgroup that leaves the boundary or defect in-
variant, SO(2, 2) × SO(D − 2), where SO(2, 2) are con-
formal transformations leaving the static line invariant
and SO(D − 2) are rotations about the static line. [10]
We will address the natural questions that arise for 2D
defects or boundaries in the absence of Virasoro symme-
try: what do Tµµ, SEE, and s look like? Are they still
related in the same way as in a 2D CFT?
We find that certain EE’s have a logarithmic term fixed
by Tµµ, while in general no simple relation exists between
Tµµ and s. The boundary or defect contribution to T
µ
µ
includes not only R but also extrinsic curvature contri-
butions, leading to multiple central charges [11, 12]. As-
suming the ANEC holds in the presence of the defect,
we place a new bound on one of these. (In Appendix A
we also find new central charges allowed in 4D if parity
is broken.) For SEE of a spherical region centered on a
defect, we use the method of refs. [13, 14], involving a
conformal transformation from Minkowski to de Sitter
space, to show that SEE’s term ∝ ln(`/ε) in general de-
pends on two defect central charges. (This result agrees
with and extends a key result of ref. [15].) Using this
and known holographic results, we compute these cen-
tral charges for certain 1/2-BPS surface operators in the
maximally SUSY 4D and 6D CFTs. Finally, we calcu-
late s for the free, massless scalar and fermion 3D BCFTs
and for 2D defects holographically dual to probe branes.
We find a term ∝ T at the boundary or defect, but show
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2that any putative relation between its coefficient and the
central charges cannot be universal.
The Systems. We start with a local, unitary, Lorentzian
CFT on a D ≥ 3 spacetime M with coordinates xµ
(µ = 0, 1, . . . , D − 1) and metric gµν , which we will call
the “bulk” CFT. We introduce a codimension D − 2
defect along a static 2D submanifold Σ with coordi-
nates ya (a = 0, 1). We parameterize Σ ↪→ M by
embedding functions Xµ(y) such that Σ’s induced met-
ric is γab ≡ ∂aXµ∂bXν gµν . We denote M’s covariant
derivative as ∇µ and Σ’s induced covariant derivative
as ∇ˆa, which acts on a mixed tensor T µa as ∇ˆaT µb =
∂aT µb+ΓµνaT νb− ΓˆcabT µc. The second fundamental form
is then Πµab = ∇ˆa∂bXµ, with traceless part Π˚µab ≡
Πµab − 12γabγcdΠµcd.
Physically, the defect can arise from 2D DOF cou-
pled to the bulk CFT and/or BCs imposed on bulk CFT
fields [16]. In 3D the defect is a domain wall between
two CFTs, and if one of these is the “trivial” CFT, then
the defect is a boundary. Our results will thus apply to
3D BCFTs, but for brevity we will only explicitly discuss
DCFTs unless stated otherwise.
The Weyl Anomaly. We denote the DCFT partition
function as Z. The generating functional of connected
correlators is then W ≡ −i lnZ. Both are functionals
of gµν and X
µ. We define the stress-energy tensor, Tµν ,
and displacement operator, Dµ, by variations of W ,
δW =
1
2
∫
dDx
√−g δgµν〈Tµν〉+
∫
d2y
√−γ δXµ〈Dµ〉,
where g ≡ det gµν and γ ≡ det γab. Invariance of
W under reparametrizations of ya implies Dµ’s com-
ponents along Σ vanish [17]. Invariance of W under
reparametrizations of xµ implies∇ν〈T νµ〉 = −δD−2〈Dµ〉,
with δD−2 a delta function that restricts to Σ [17]. Phys-
ically 〈Tµν〉 is not conserved at Σ because the defect and
bulk can exchange transverse energy-momentum.
Our DCFTs are invariant under infinitesimal Weyl
transformations, δωgµν = 2ωgµν and δωX
µ = 0, only up
to the Weyl anomaly [2–5]: δωW =
∫
dDx
√−g ω〈Tµµ〉,
where 〈Tµµ〉 is built from external sources, such as gµν .
We will consider contributions to 〈Tµµ〉 from gµν and
∂aX
µ only. Determining 〈Tµµ〉’s most general form re-
quires solving the Wess-Zumino (WZ) consistency condi-
tion, which comes from the fact that two successive Weyl
transformations of W commute, and then fixing any local
counterterms that contribute to 〈Tµµ〉. In our DCFTs,
〈Tµµ〉 = 〈Tµµ〉bulk + δD−2〈Tµµ〉def, where 〈Tµµ〉bulk and
〈Tµµ〉def are bulk CFT and defect Weyl anomalies, respec-
tively, and we fixed local counterterms to cancel terms
with normal derivatives of δD−2. For 〈Tµµ〉bulk we will
only need to know that 〈Tµµ〉bulk = 0 in odd D, but can
be non-zero in even D, which defines the bulk central
Theory BC b d1 d2
Scalar Dirichlet −1/16 3/32 N/A
Scalar Robin 1/16 3/32 N/A
Fermion Mixed 0 3/16 N/A
Probe Brane N/A 6piL3Tbr 6piL
3Tbr 6piL
3Tbr
TABLE I. Central charges b, d1, and d2 of eq. (1) for 3D
BCFTs of free, massless real scalars with Dirichlet or Robin
BC, or Dirac fermion with the unique conformal “mixed”
BC [17, 21, 22], and for a 2D defect dual to a probe brane of
tension Tbr along AdS3 inside AdSD+1 of radius L [18].
charge(s). For a 2D defect in a D ≥ 3 DCFT [11, 12, 18],
〈Tµµ〉def = −
1
24pi
(
bRΣ + d1 I˚IµabI˚I
ab
µ − d2W abab
)
, (1)
where RΣ is Σ’s intrinsic scalar curvature, Wabcd is the
pullback of the bulk Weyl tensor to Σ, and b, d1, and
d2 are defect central charges. When D = 3, Wabcd = 0
identically, so d2 exists only for D ≥ 4.
Bounds on Central Charges. As mentioned above, in
a 2D CFT c determines various observables and with
reasonable assumptions, such as unitarity, obeys c ≥ 0
and the c-theorem. By comparison, less is known about
b, d1, and d2. Under Weyl transformations
√−γRΣ
changes by a total derivative (type A in the classification
of ref. [4]), while both
√−γ I˚IµabI˚I
ab
µ and
√−γW abab are
invariant (type B). As a result, in the Euclidean DCFT
on SD of radius r with bulk partition function ZCFT and
with defect along a maximal S2, Z/ZCFT ∝ (rΛ)b/3 [17].
For a local, unitary defect RG flow, b obeys a c-theorem,
suggesting b counts defect DOF [17]. WZ consistency
forces b to be independent of any marginal couplings.
The normalization of Dµ’s 2-point function is fixed by
d1, such that unitarity implies d1 ≥ 0 [19, 20].
Table I shows b, d1, and d2 in the 3D BCFTs of a
free, massless real scalar or Dirac fermion [17, 21, 22],
and in CFTs holographically dual to Einstein gravity
in (D + 1)-dimensional Anti-de Sitter space, AdSD+1,
with metric GMN (M,N = 0, 1, . . . , D) and defect dual
to a probe brane along AdS3 whose action Sprobe =
−Tbr
∫
d3ξ
√−det(P [GMN ]) with tension Tbr and brane
coordinates ξ [18]. In all of these theories, the central
charges are ≥ 0 with the exception of the scalar with
Dirichlet BC, which has b < 0. This example proves that
unitarity does not require b ≥ 0.
Indeed, for a unitary 3D BCFT with unique stress-
energy tensor at the boundary [23], ref. [20] conjectured
b =
2pi2
3
(1)− 2
3
d1, (2)
where (v) is a contribution to Tµν ’s 2-point function
from exchange of spin-2 boundary operators, with v ∈
[0, 1] the BCFT conformal cross ratio, with boundary
at v = 1 [19, 24, 25]. Unitarity implies (v) ≥ 0 [19].
3However, if the BCFT has any spin-2 boundary operators
of dimension ∆ ∈ [2, 3), then (v) diverges as (1− v)∆−3
when v → 1. In that case, unitarity does not constrain
the sign of (1), the (1 − v)0 term in (v)’s expansion
about v = 1, and so b has no definite lower bound. On
the other hand, in the absence of such operators (v) is
regular as v → 1, unitarity implies (1) ≥ 0, and hence
b ≥ − 23d1. All the examples in table. I obey this bound,
and the free scalar with Dirichlet BC saturates it.
We can prove a new bound, d2 ≥ 0, assuming the
ANEC holds in the presence of the defect. The ANEC
states that for any null direction u,
∫∞
−∞ du〈Tuu〉 ≥ 0,
meaning the total energy measured by the light-like ob-
server along u is ≥ 0. Proofs of the ANEC for CFTs ap-
pear in refs. [26, 27]. Though these proofs have not yet
been extended to BCFTs or DCFTs, they rely mainly
on unitarity and causality, which in a BCFT or DCFT
should suffice to guarantee that a light-like observer’s to-
tal energy is ≥ 0.
For a CFT in Minkowski space, SO(D, 2) symmetry
forces 〈Tµν〉 = 0. However, in our DCFTs when Σ has
co-dimension ≥ 2, SO(2, 2)×SO(D−2) symmetry allows
〈Tµν〉 6= 0. In fact, when D = 4 refs. [28, 29] showed that
〈Tµν〉 is completely determined by d2 by writing the most
general form of 〈Tµν〉 allowed by DCFT symmetry, using
differential regularization to make 〈Tµν〉 well-defined as a
distribution, and comparing its variation under constant
Weyl transformations to the variation of 〈Tµµ〉def with
respect to gµν . Generalizing the result of refs. [28, 29] to
any D is straightforward: with coordinates xi transverse
to Σ (i = 2, 3, . . . , D − 1), and for a point a distance
|xi| > 0 from Σ,
〈T ab〉 = −hD
2pi
ηab
|xi|D , 〈T
ai〉 = 0 ,
〈T ij〉 = hD
2pi(D − 3)
3δij |xk|2 −Dxixj
|xl|D+2 ,
hD ≡ 1
3vol(SD−3)
D − 3
D − 1 d2,
(3)
where hD is the defect’s “conformal dimension” (see e.g.
ref. [30]). Using SO(2, 2) × SO(D − 2) transformations,
any null geodesic a distance R from Σ can be mapped to
t = Ru, x1 = Ru cosψ, x2 = Ru sinψ, x3 = R, (4)
and xi>3 = 0, where ψ is the angle between Σ and the
null geodesic, as shown in fig. 1. Plugging eqs. (3) and (4)
into the ANEC gives∫ ∞
−∞
du〈Tuu〉 = 1
6
√
piRD
| sinψ|
vol(SD−3)
Γ(D−12 )
Γ(D2 )
d2 ≥ 0, (5)
which immediately implies d2 ≥ 0.
EE and Central Charges. Consider a CFT in D-
dimensional Minkowski space with a flat 2D defect. We
⌃
R
 
t
x3
x2
FIG. 1. The orange dashed line is the 2D defect along Σ. The
solid blue line is the null geodesic in eq. (4), at a distance R
and angle ψ from Σ.
.
will compute the EE of a sphere of radius ` centered on
the defect, using the method of refs. [13, 14].
We parameterize the Minkowski metric as
η = −dt2 + (dx1)2 + (d|xi|)2 + |xi|2 ds2SD−3 , (6)
with the defect along t and x1 and located at |xi| = 0.
Defining r2 = (x1)2 + |xi|2, the sphere’s causal develop-
ment is given by r ± t ≤ `. The change of coordinates
t =
` cos θ sinh
(
τ
`
)
1 + cos θ cosh
(
τ
`
) , r = ` sin θ
1 + cos θ cosh
(
τ
`
) ,
x1 = r cosφ, |xi| = r sinφ .
(7)
maps the sphere’s causal development to the static patch
of D-dimensional de Sitter space, dSD, with metric
Ω2η = −`−2 cos2 θdτ2 + dθ2 + sin2 θ (dφ2 + sin2 φds2SD−3) ,
Ω = 1 + cos θ cosh (τ/`) , (8)
with τ ∈ (−∞,∞), θ ∈ [0, pi/2], and φ ∈ [0, pi]. The
defect is then along τ and θ, and is located at φ = 0, pi,
i.e. along a maximal dS2.
The reduced density matrix of the sphere’s causal de-
velopment maps to e−βHτ modulo normalization, with
β = 2pi` and Hτ the generator of τ translations. As a
result, SEE maps to thermal entropy in dSD at inverse
temperature β = 2pi`,
SEE = βE − F, (9)
with E the Killing energy corresponding to Hτ and F =
− ln tr (e−βHτ ) the dimensionless free energy. We define
the defect’s contribution as SdefEE ≡ SEE − SCFTEE , with
SCFTEE the EE of a sphere of radius ` in the bulk CFT,
with the same UV cutoff, and similarly for Edef and F def.
4Analytically continuing to Euclidean time, τ = −iτE
with τE ∼ τE + β, eq. (8) becomes the metric of SD,
with the defect wrapping a maximal S2. As a result, F =
− lnZ, with Z the DCFT’s Euclidean partition function
on SD. Using Z/ZCFT ∝ (rΛ)b/3 with Λ = 1/ε, we find
F def = − ln (Z/ZCFT) = − b
3
ln
(
`
ε
)
+O(ε0). (10)
The defect’s contribution to the Killing energy is
Edef =
∫
dSµKν〈Tµν〉def, (11)
with dSµ = `
−1 cos θ(sin θ)D−2(sinφ)D−3dθdφ dsSD−3 δ
τ
µ
the volume element on a constant time slice, and Kµ∂µ =
∂τ the time translation Killing vector. We thus need
〈T τ τ 〉def, which we obtain by Weyl transformation from
the Minkowski-space 〈Tµν〉 in eq. (3), with the result
〈T τ τ 〉def = − (sin θ sinφ)
−D
6pivol(SD−3)
D − 3
D − 1d2 −
b
24pi
δD−2, (12)
where the first term comes from Weyl-rescaling Tµν and
the second term comes from Tµν ’s anomalous Weyl trans-
formation law. The integral of the second term is finite,
but the integral of the first diverges at θ = 0 and the
defect φ = 0, pi. Using a regulator ε/`, we thus find
βEdef = −1
3
D − 3
D − 1 d2 ln
(
`
ε
)
+O(ε0). (13)
Plugging eqs. (10) and (13) into eq. (9) then gives [31]
SdefEE =
1
3
(
b− D − 3
D − 1d2
)
ln
(
`
ε
)
+O(ε0). (14)
As a check, we have also derived eq. (14) via the replica
method, generalizing the result of ref. [22] for 3D BCFTs
to D ≥ 3 DCFTs. [32] Eq. (14) depends only on b when
D = 3, and on b and d2 when D ≥ 4.
As another check of eq. (14), we consider the holo-
graphic DCFT given by a probe brane along an AdS3
submanifold inside AdSD+1 of radius L, with action
Sprobe above. In that case, ref. [17] found
SdefEE =
4piTbrL
3
D − 1 ln
(
`
ε
)
+O(ε0), (15)
which agrees with eq. (14), using b and d2 from Table I.
Eq. (14) agrees with a key result of ref. [15] that the
coefficient of ln
(
`
ε
)
in SdefEE includes a contribution from
the stress-tensor one-point function. We have extended
that result, showing that this contribution is proportional
to the defect central charge d2.
For defects of various dimensions, refs. [15, 33, 34]
found that the defect’s universal contribution to EE need
not obey a defect c-theorem. For a 2D defect in a D ≥ 4
CFT, eq. (14) shows why: although b obeys a defect c-
theorem, the combination of b and d2 in eq. (14) need
not, and indeed does not, as ref. [34]’s examples show.
Holographic Examples. Using eqs. (3) and (14), we will
extract novel results for b and d2 from existing results for
〈Tµν〉 and SdefEE in two holographic examples of 1/2-BPS
2D surface operators.
First is 4D N = 4 SUSY U(N) YM theory at large N
and large ’t Hooft coupling λ, dual to 10D type IIB super-
gravity (SUGRA) on AdS5 × S5 [35]. SUGRA solutions
describing the most general 1/2-BPS 2D surface opera-
tors appear in ref. [36]. Generically such a surface oper-
ator breaks U(N) → ∏nk=1 U(Nk) with ∑nk=1Nk = N ,
and produces a non-zero expectation value for one ad-
joint complex scalar field, Φ, which decomposes into the
block diagonal form
〈Φ〉 = e
−iφ
√
2|xi|diag (z11N1 , z212, . . . , zn1Nn) , (16)
with S1 angular coordinate φ around the defect, zk ∈ C
dimensionless parameters, and 1Nk the Nk×Nk identity
matrix [36–39]. For such a defect ref. [38] holographically
computed 〈Tµν〉 for M = AdS3 × S1, though the result
is scheme-dependent. We fix the scheme by conformally
mapping AdS3 × S1 to Minkowski space and demanding
that without a defect 〈Tµν〉 = 0. Ref. [40] holographi-
cally computed SdefEE for a sphere centered on the defect.
Using these results, eqs. (3) and (14) give
b = 3
(
N2 −
n∑
k=1
N2k
)
, (17)
d2 = 3
(
N2 −
n∑
k=1
N2k
)
+
24pi2N
λ
n∑
k=1
Nk|zk|2.
Both of these are manifestly positive, and b is indepen-
dent of the marginal parameters λ and zk.
As discussed in ref. [38] the one-loop 〈Tµν〉 on AdS3×
S1 in the presence of the surface operator matches the
term ∝ N/λ in eq. (17). Given that the other terms in
eq. (17) are independent of the marginal parameters at
large λ, and that Tµν on AdS3×S1 is scheme-dependent,
b and d2 may in fact be one-loop exact.
Our second example is 1/2-BPS surface operators in
the 6D N = (2, 0) SUSY CFT with gauge algebra su(M),
arising on the worldvolume of M coincident M5-branes.
We consider so-called Wilson surface defects [41], general-
izations of Wilson lines to the 6D N = (2, 0) SUSY CFT,
which are specified by an su(M) representation and a 2D
surface. When M  1 the theory is holographically dual
to 11D SUGRA on AdS7 × S4 [35], and Wilson surfaces
are dual to M2-branes, or M5-branes with M2-brane flux,
reaching the AdS7 boundary at the 2D surface [42–46].
Ref. [47] holographically computed 〈Tµν〉 in the pres-
ence of a flat Wilson surface, and refs. [47, 48] holographi-
cally computed SdefEE for a sphere centered on a flat Wilson
5surface. Using these results, eqs. (3) and (14) give
b = 24(w, %) + 3(w,w), d2 = 24(w, %) + 6(w,w), (18)
where w is the su(M) representation’s highest weight, %
is the su(M) Weyl vector, and the scalar product (·, ·)
is with respect to the weight space Killing form. Both
b and d2 are ≥ 0 for all su(M) representations, and are
invariant under the action of the Weyl group, includ-
ing complex conjugation of the representation. In the
defect RG flows triggered by the expectation value of a
marginal Wilson surface operator studied holographically
in refs. [34, 49, 50], each of b and d2 is larger in the UV
than in the IR, consistent with b’s c-theorem. However,
the linear combination of b and d2 in eq. (14) can be
larger in the IR [34], as mentioned above.
Thermal Entropy. For a 2D CFT on S1 of radius r,
Cardy showed that in the thermodynamic limit rT →∞,
c determines the thermal entropy: S = pi6 c T (2pir) [51,
52]. Do b, d1, and d2 similarly determine a 2D boundary
or defect’s contribution to S?
Consider the 3D BCFTs of free, massless real scalar or
Dirac fermion on a hemi-sphere of radius r. In Appendix
B we calculate the boundary contribution to thermal en-
tropy, S∂ . In the limit rT →∞ we find
S
R/D
∂ = ±
pi
12
T (2pir) , Sf∂ = 0 (19)
where the superscripts denote the Robin scalar, Dirichlet
scalar, and Dirac fermion, respectively. Table I shows the
Dirac fermion has d1 6= 0, so Sf∂ = 0 proves that S∂ can-
not have a term ∝ d1 with universal non-zero coefficient.
Instead, table I and eq. (19) suggest S∂
?
= 4pi3 b T (2pir),
which, if true, looks like 8 times a Cardy entropy.
However, consider the holographic DCFT given by a
probe brane along an asymptotically AdS3 submanifold
inside an AdSD+1-Schwarzschild black hole of radius L
and temperature T , with action Sprobe above. In Ap-
pendix C we compute this defect’s contribution to S,
Sdef =
16pi2
D2
L3 TbrT (2pir), (20)
which via table I we can write as Sdef
?
= 1D2
8pi
3 b T (2pir),
although the probe brane has b = d1 = d2 [18], so without
further input this choice is arbitrary. We can compare to
a DCFT given by gluing two free-field 3D BCFTs along
their boundaries, with no boundary interactions, whose
Sdef is simply a sum of the S∂ in eq. (19). Crucially,
when D = 3, no such sum can produce the 1/D2 = 1/9
factor in the holographic Sdef. This proves that if Sdef ∝
bT (2pir), then the coefficient cannot be universal.
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Appendix A: Parity-odd central charges. If we define
parity as reflection of the spatial coordinate along Σ,
then WZ consistency allows parity-odd terms in the Weyl
anomaly only in D = 4,
〈Tµµ〉def ⊃
ab
2pi
(
b˜RNab + d˜1ijΠ˚iacΠ˚jbc + d˜2ijWaibj
)
,
(21)
where ab and ij are the epsilon tensors on Σ and the
transverse space, respectively, RNab is the Abelian nor-
mal bundle curvature, and b˜, d˜1, and d˜2 are parity-
odd defect central charges. More precisely, b˜, d˜1, and
d˜2 are odd under parity and time reversal, and even
under charge conjugation. All three terms in eq. (21)
are type B in the classification of ref. [4]. The in-
tegral of the first term in eq. (21) is the Euler class
of the normal bundle, which is a topological invariant.
For our DCFTs, SO(2, 2) × SO(D − 2) symmetry for-
bids any parity-odd tensor contributions to 〈Tµν〉 or to
Dµ’s 2-point function, so b˜, d˜1, and d˜2 do not appear
in these correlators. We have written eq. (21) in a form
reminiscent of the parity-even anomaly in eq. (1), but
in fact two of the terms in eq. (21) are not indepen-
dent. Contracting the Ricci equation with abij gives
ab(RNab − 2ijΠ˚iacΠ˚jbc + ijWaibj) = 0 [53]. As a result,
one of the terms in eq. (21) may be replaced by a linear
combination of the other two terms, so that only two of
the parity-odd defect central charges are independent.
We have not yet found any examples in which b˜, d˜1,
and d˜2 are non-trivial. One candidate is 4D gauge the-
ory CFTs with gauge field BCs that produce a 2D defect
equivalent to a 2D theta angle [37]. However, these de-
fects are in fact even under our parity transformation, so
all parity-odd defect central charges vanish.
Another candidate is 10D type IIB SUGRA on AdS5×
S5 with a probe D7-brane along AdS3 × S5. The dual
DCFT is 4D N = 4 U(N) SUSY YM theory with 1/2-
BPS coupling to a 2D N = (0, 8) multiplet, whose only
on-shell DOF is a chiral fermion [54–56]. When the
D7-brane’s worldvolume gauge field vanishes, the parity-
odd terms in the D7-brane’s action are WZ terms of
the schematic form
∫
P [C4] ∧
[
p1(RT )− p1(RN )
]
, with
Ramond-Ramond 4-form C4 and tangent and normal
bundle curvatures RT and RN , respectively. Compact-
ification on the S5 produces an AdS3 probe brane with
gravitational Chern-Simons terms for the induced metric
and for RN , which by inflow correspond to gravitational
and normal bundle anomalies for the dual defect, respec-
tively. However, a straightforward holographic calcula-
tion [18] shows that these anomalies do not contribute to
6the Weyl anomaly, so again in this example all parity-odd
defect central charges vanish.
We leave the physical significance of these parity-odd
defect central charges—if any—for future research.
Appendix B: Free Field Thermal Entropy. In this ap-
pendix we compute the thermal entropy S of a 3D con-
formally coupled free, massless, real scalar field or Dirac
fermion on a hemisphere of radius r, HS2r. More precisely,
we compute the boundary contribution S∂ to S.
Let χ be a free, massless, real scalar. We will use the
imaginary time formalism, meaning we work in Euclidean
signature. We consider χ on the manifoldM = S1β×HS2r,
where S1β is the periodic Euclidean time direction τ ∼
τ + β with inverse temperature β = 1/T , with metric
ds2 = dτ2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2), (22)
where θ ∈ [0, pi2 ] with boundary at θ = pi/2, and φ ∈
[0, 2pi). The scalar’s action is
Sχ =
∫
M
d3x
√
g
(
1
2
(∂χ)2 +
R
8
χ2
)
+
∫
∂
d2y
√
γ
K
4
χ2,
(23)
where R is the Ricci scalar on M and K is the trace of
the extrinsic curvature of ∂M ↪→M. The free energy is
F = − lnZ = 1
2
ln det′ M. (24)
We need the eigenvalues of the kinetic operator M sub-
ject to chosen BCs. Expanding on a basis of Matsubara
modes and S2r spherical harmonics, χ =
∑
n,l,m χnlm, the
eigenvalues of M are given by
Mχnlm = −
(
4pi2n2
β2
+
(l + 12 )
2
r2
)
χn`m, (25)
with degeneracy dl determined by BCs. The confor-
mal BCs are Dirichlet (D), χ|∂M = 0, and Robin (R),
∂θχ|∂M = Kχ/4. If we define a Z2 operator Pθ : θ →
pi − θ, then PθYlm = (−1)l+mYlm. Imposing D or R
projects the eigenmodes χnlm onto odd or even subspaces
of Pθ, respectively, with degeneracies dl = l for D and
dl = l + 1 for R.
Inserting eq. (25) into eq. (24) and using the Poisson
re-summation formula∑
n∈Z
ln
(
n2p−2 + q2
)
= 2 ln [2 sinh (pip|q|)] ,
we can express the free energy as
F =
∑
l
dl
(
ln
(
1− e− β(2l+1)2r
)
+
β(2l + 1)
4r
)
. (26)
We can then rewrite F as a multiparticle partition func-
tion [57],
F = −
∞∑
j=1
∑
l
dl
j
e−
jβ
2r (2l+1) +
∑
`
d`
(2l + 1)β
4r
. (27)
Inserting the degeneracies for D or R and performing the
sums over l leads to
FD = −
∞∑
j=1
ejβ/2r
j(1− ejβ/r)2 −
β
48r
,
FR = −
∞∑
j=1
e3jβ/2r
j(1− ejβ/r)2 +
β
16r
.
(28)
Expanding in β/r  1 (the thermodynamic limit) and
retaining only the leading boundary extensive term gives
F
D/R
∂ = F
D/R − 1
2
FCFT = ∓ pi
24
T (2pir), (29)
where the upper/lower sign corresponds to D/R respec-
tively. As a result,
S
D/R
∂ = −
∂
∂T
(
TF
D/R
∂
)
= ∓ pi
12
T (2pir). (30)
Let Ψ be a free, massless Dirac fermion on M. The
calculation of free energy is analogous to that for χ above,
but now with F f = − 12 ln det ˆM, with ˆM the square of
the Dirac operator onM. We expand ψ± = ∑n,lm ψ±nlm
on a basis of Matsubara modes labelled by n and spin-
weighted spherical harmonics Ys;lm. The BCs are more
subtle, and the degeneracies of spin-weighted spherical
harmonics are different, see e.g. [58]. Decomposing
ψ = (ψ+, ψ−) into Weyl spinors, in order not to over-
constrain the bulk Dirac equation, mixed D and R BCs
are needed, e.g. D on ψ+ and R on ψ− [59]. On S1β×S2r,
the degeneracies for ψ±nlm are dl = 2(l + 1). Because
PθYs;lm = (−1)l+mY−s;lm, imposing BCs evenly lifts the
degeneracies to dl = l+1. As a result, the free energy on
S1β ×HS2r is precisely half of that on S1β ×S2r, so the sub-
traction in eq. (29) gives F f∂ = 0. The boundary therefore
makes no contribution to the thermal entropy,
Sf∂ = 0. (31)
Appendix C: Probe Brane Thermal Entropy. We con-
sider a CFT on S1β ×SD−1, where S1 is a circle of length
β, holographically dual to Einstein gravity in global
AdSD+1-Schwarzschild black hole, with metric
G =
dρ2
f(ρ)
+ f(ρ)dτ2 + ρ2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ ds2SD−2
)
,
f(ρ) = 1 +
ρ2
L2
− (ρD−2H + ρDHL−2)ρ2−D, (32)
with ρ ∈ [ρH,∞) with horizon ρH at the largest real zero
of f(ρ) and AdSD+1 boundary at ρ→∞, τ ∼ τ +β, θ ∈
[0, pi], and L the AdSD+1 radius. We choose a defining
function L2/ρ2, so the dual CFT lives on a spatial SD−1
of radius L. The temperature T = 1/β is [60],
T =
Dρ2H + (D − 2)L2
4piρHL2
. (33)
7We introduce a 2D conformal defect dual to a probe
brane along an asymptotically AdS3 submanifold, with
Euclidean action
Sprobe = Tbr
∫
d3ξ
√
detP [GMN ])− TbrL
2
∫
d2σ
√
det γ .
(34)
with tension Tbr, brane worldvolume coordinates ξ, and
the second integral is over the intersection of the world-
volume with the AdSD+1 boundary, with coordinates σ
and induced metric γ. The second integral is required for
holographic renormalization.
The equations of motion arising from Sprobe are solved
by a brane which spans the directions ρ, τ , and θ, holo-
graphically dual to a defect wrapping S1β and a maximal
S1 ∈ SD−1. At leading order in the probe limit, the de-
fect’s contribution to the free energy is given by Sprobe
evaluated on this solution [60],
Fdef = −piTbr
T
(
ρ2H +
L2
2
)
. (35)
The defect’s contribution to the thermal entropy is thus
Sdef = − ∂
∂T
(TFdef) =
16pi2
D2
L3 Tbr T (2pir), (36)
where we identified the S1 ∈ SD−1 radius as L = r.
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